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ABSTRACT
Students build the future society. What can help students to build a better society? Good education with
some ethics can support students to a greater extent. Is there any good education greater than self-learning?
Self-learning helps students to study what they want for themselves and that’s the point where students can
actually start their career. To choose a career they first need to choose a college which they can fit themselves
and have good education... how can they get to know about colleges...?is that necessary for a student to
study the terms that are used in graduating colleges? Definitely yes! Because these terms can help students
to choose a college for what they are eligible for. With the vast courses that are offered by different
universities or colleges students can really get confused in choosing a course that makes them successful. In
this kind of confused states, they need a platform where they can get some knowledge about different
colleges/universities. This self-learning in choosing a better college can help student to build their career. The
main motto of this website is to provide such platform for students to choose a better college.

INTRODUCTION
Problem Definition
Students have been facing a problem since long
time about their educational career, like to choose a
college of their choice, to what college they are
allowed with free seat, what are the specializations
available in the college, specialty of the college etc.,
As there are some platforms which describes about
the details of colleges clearly but not clearly. This
project basically focuses on the concept to provide
clear information about the graduate colleges that
are present in a city or state or country.
College websites, Social Networking sites and
different platforms play an important role in finding
the student views about different colleges. The
feedbacks provided by the students help other
students to find their educational career as long.
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Background
As Internet has become a part of daily life, website
can be used as source of sharing information to the
students. Many students who are about to start
their graduate career, start their career with a lot of
questions like which college to join, for which
college they are actually eligible for and so on. So,
these questions can be answered when student has
some tool with them to know and answer their
questions. So, there are websites or applications
that provide information of different colleges and
universities but many not be updated. Students
also try to sort their ranks and try to find different
colleges they are actually eligible. So, they need a
kind of sorting application to sort their ranks and
find different colleges. These can be the important
things a student looks for when searching different
colleges. After, they try to know different terms that
are used and rating of the college.
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Methodology
Step 1: Data collection from different colleges:
Data is collected from different colleges. The
different data is eamcet rank details, placement
details and other kinds of information regarding the
colleges or universities. This information is used in
the website to describe a college of the users.
Step 2: Developing a website or a desktop
application:
A desktop application has been created in order
to convey the collected information. So, a user can
access information of their requirement by having a
account and continue the work. Application helps
the users a bit easier because the information
search is under same website.
Step 3: Sorting Details:
Students can sort their rank based on their rank
and category and can directly navigate to a page
they want. It helps them a bit easier to handle and
remember the information more easily.
Step 4: Adding Graphs:
Graphs generally play a major role in
understanding a large amount of information in a
single snapshot. There will be definitely some
details that can be easily depicted using graphs.
Placements which is a large information can be
represented easily using graphs.
EXISTING SYSTEM
Students actually search for different platforms
to post their views about their college and submit
their feedback in the platforms. This information
can be used by the upcoming students in finding a
correct career path and to what they are eligible for.
But there are platforms where the details are not
updated or sometimes the data is not present. This
ambiguity may mislead students in wrong
direction.
This becomes difficult task for the students
to gather data about different colleges and to know
for which college they are actually eligible. So, if
there are no such platform students have to search
each and every college independently and has to
collect the data. There will be lot many things that
students actually don’t know about the terms used
in graduation colleges. Making them to understand
suchterms helps students to find a better college for
themselves. The applications that specify correct
information can be used by the students to develop
themselves in knowing different terms of graduate
colleges.
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PROPOSED SYSTEM
Students have to know the things that actually
occur in graduate colleges from fun, education to
least important matters. Making a try to make them
understand at least some things of the whole
concept can help them to study about their career
by themselves. They need to study how their career
has to be and they need to decide what they want. If
they have to study themselves, they need some
correct information which may not be available
from ambiguous updates. Knowing about colleges
and deciding which college they want is students’
interest. Such interest can be fulfilled only by
correct information. Correct information can be
provided by many means. As internet has become a
daily part of every student this means of sharing
information can be useful to hundreds and
thousands of students.
So, using this means it is also possible to
specify the all details that are helpful for student to
select that particular college. Rankings by different
departments for graduate colleges also specify the
importance of a college. Promising the updated
information is mandatory part of this system.
Providing such updates information is the main
task of this system.
SAMPLE SCREENS
Home.html:

Description: The above image describes the home
page of the website called “Express2Career”. This
page consists the information of some different
other pages that are available with the website. The
division “Sort Details” contains 2 textboxes and a
button to sort details. When details are given the
sort box, then the page to the college or university
page to which the details fit for.
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Register.html:

Description: This page is the registration page
where a new user registers his/her details into our
website. These details are stored into database and
the user becomes a valid user.
Login.html:

Universities.html:

Description: This is a page of universities where
the list of universities is present and user can select
any university of his/her interest and know about
different university.
Sortbox.html:

Description: Login is a page where the valid users
are allowed to access the website. These user
details are validated using a backend application.
Colleges.html:

Description: This is a page of colleges where the list
of colleges is present and user can select any college
of his/her interest and know about different
colleges.
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Description: The above image specifies how details
are given in the sort box. So, when the details are
given and the button is clicked it navigates to the
page of college/university to which the details
satisfy or match.
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the time and also have an effective search. The
users of this project will feel free to search and
know about different colleges and is easy to operate.
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Description: The above images represent a college
page which has details of the college including
ranks, placements etc., This college/universities
can be accessed using the list of colleges or
universities and can be obtained using sort box.
FUTURE SCOPE FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
This application which is developed to help the
students of intermediate students can be enhanced
with some more activities or permissions. A section
called comments can be added for each college so
that the students who are pursuing or who pursued
their graduation in their college can add a feedback
of their views which helps other students to agree or
disagree with comments and feedbacks.
One more thing called Live Chat can be added to
application to immediately communicate with the
users who are facing trouble while using
application. The users can be generalized to several
users like the students who are pursuing their
graduation and the students who have completed
their graduation and other students who are
pursuing their graduation and other who are
upcoming for their graduation so that it will be easy
for the upcoming students to know more about
colleges.
CONCLUSION
The application so called “Express2Career” is
developed is used to help intermediate students
who are going to start their graduate career. This
website will be helpful because all the students
start their career with a lot of questions. With a
single website information about different colleges
is very much necessary because there we can save
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